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Gerry Legister (21/01/66)
I love creative writing. And I write poetry on many different subjects,
including War peace, love, happiness, sorrow, anguish, heartache, religion,
peace, heaven, family, travel, finance. Wring poetry is a way of expressing
my thoughts to touch the lives of people.
Gerry divides his time between his spiritual aspirations in United Kingdom,
and nudges the shores of Jamaica in the Caribbean.
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Grief
When friends have gone, memories shall not,
Be unkind as the fragrant flowers that fade,
With vast images moving hands and foot,
And sinking through into where grief reside.
Within the mind, emotions overwhelm and define,
Streams moving slowly in pitiless winding flow,
And take each dropp of darkness beyond time,
To heal under rainy clouds made of sorrow.
Passing the source illusion of heart has taken,
The loved given to all; and love left alone,
In clouds that took sorrow could not be awaken,
To signs of grieving until grieving is done.
Then feelings awake to cope with the pain,
Having patiently waited for the release day,
When joy resonate will come resolute again,
And grief floats in the clouds away.
If there be swords that tears the heart open,
And leave bitter scares of inescapable reality,
To numb the existence of human being,
It is the vulnerability of grief in our society.
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